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05/25/2011, 08:36 PM #1 Registered Member Join Date: Sep 2005 Location: anahiem, ca Posts: 1 chiller has an error code Hello evryone! Been reading the site for years trying to learn about reef tanks. Great community/people here. Thanks for all the info i have read so far but I need help with my chiller. its a JBJ mini arctica and i have an E 12
error code on the digital display. Does anyone know anything about these codes? Any help would be great. Thank You in advance. Dennis 05/26/2011, 01:20 PM #2 Registered Member
Join Date: Mar 2011 Location: Houston Posts: 3,223 It's in the manual, the temp sensor is not connected or is damaged. __________________ JBJ NC28, Radion,
MP10, HOB-1, Mini Arctica, 2LF Phosban 150's - MARSH May 2012 TOTM JBJ 3g Picotope, Panorama Pro, AC70 29g AGA Planted FW Why does BRS recommend this? We have tested multiple chillers from different manufacturers and we prefer the JBJ Arctica line of chillers. They are energy efficient, easy to plumb, and very quiet for those low noise
applications. Excellent quality and quiet operation for your nano tank environment. Energy-efficient compressor for maximum cooling capacity. JBJ Artica Chillers Include: 2x - 1/2" Elbow Hose Barbs 2x - 5/8" Elbow Hose Barbs 2x - 3/4" Elbow Hose Barbs ModelCapacity (BTU/hr)VoltsAmpsFlow Rate (GPH) Min/MaxDimensionsWeight 1/3 HP 4000
115 7.25 480/2400 13.7” x 15.7” x 17.7” 61 1/4 HP 3000 115 6.00 480/1920 9.8” x 16.5” x 20.9” 51 1/5 HP 2400 115 5.00 480/1320 9.8” x 16.5” x 20.9” 49 1/10 HP 1270 115 2.63 240/960 9.8” x 16.5” x 18.5” 44 The JBJ Arctica Chillers incorporate some of the most advanced technological features to create a solution to stabilize water temperatures
for your aquarium environment. Arctica Features Titanium Heat Exchanger Exclusive titanium coil design creates maximal contact exposure. Condenser Layout Condenser, which is located on the front side of the chiller, draws cool air from the front and exhausts the warm air out the back. This unique placement also allows direct access to clean the
condenser grill without any tools to take the chiller apart. Energy Efficiency Low energy consumption means lower cost. The highest BTU (British Thermal Units) heat removal capacity with the lowest AMPERAGE draw. Fully Automated Digital Thermostat Automatically control your temperature within +1/-1 Fahrenheit using the built-in thermostat.
Includes a bright LCD that can easily be read day or night. Least Noise and Smallest Vibration Level You will be amazed at how uncommonly quiet this chiller is. Definitely an attractive quality for aquarists with tanks located in living rooms. Compact Footprint Many of the Arctica chillers are no larger than a standard desktop computer. Their compact
size makes placement easy, even if you don't have a large designated area. Side Handles Lift and move your chiller easily using the ABS molded handles. 2 Year Warranty Arctica Chillers are covered by a 2 year warranty, direct from the manufacturer to you. JBJ Arctica Owners Manual Embed Size (px) 344 x 292429 x 357514 x 422599 x 487Text of
JBJ Artica Chiller Manual010203040506070809101112131415 Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges Folks, Anyone with experience in troubleshooting JBJ chillers? Hoping for a some insight please... 1/3 HP JBJ Artica chiller Today, it no longer stops cooling as it's suppose to. Calibration does not turn it off. Raising the setting that triggers it to turn on,
does not cause it to stop either. Trying to determine if likely part needed is Temp Probe vs. the Temp Controller panel. Probe is $50 the JBJ temp controller is over $100. Secondary auxiliary controller is currently monitoring and turning off chiller at set kill point but... Rather not run the chiller long term on an aquarium controller. Anyone with JBJ
experience, appreciate the input. Reply Like Reply Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges I‘m no chiller expert, but I do know that JBJ sells replacement controllers for their Arctica chillers... Reply Like Reply Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges Folks, Anyone with experience in troubleshooting JBJ chillers? Hoping for a some insight please... 1/3 HP JBJ
Artica chiller Today, it no longer stops cooling as it's suppose to. Calibration does not turn it off. Raising the setting that triggers it to turn on, does not cause it to stop either. Trying to determine if likely part needed is Temp Probe vs. the Temp Controller panel. Probe is $50 the JBJ temp controller is over $100. Secondary auxiliary controller is
currently monitoring and turning off chiller at set kill point but... Rather not run the chiller long term on an aquarium controller. Anyone with JBJ experience, appreciate the input. Did you ever solve this problem? Because mine are both doing exactly the same thing; chilling like crazy, unable to track the correct temperature, and calibration does
nothing. I found the parts to replace the temperature probes but I hate to buy $60 of parts unless I am sure that is the problem... Reply Like Reply Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges Joined Oct 13, 2017 Messages 357 Reaction score 495 Review score +0 /0 /-0 with mine the temp probe went bad... so it didnt know to shut off when it reached the
right temperature....and its epoxied into the titanium evaporator(half horse unit)....fortunately one was available with a long lead so the probe now goes into the tank itself instead of the chiller...of course mine was an older model so that setup wasnt compatible with my circuit board so i had to buy that too...jbj had a tech guy that helped walk me
through the upgrade ...been a couple years but i'm pretty sure the fix set me back around 200 bucks....supposedly the probe in the unit can get covered in deposits eventually which insulates it...recomendations were to hook up a pump loop and backwash the unit for hours with vinegar...which of course didnt work for me...but i'd definately speak to
jbj Reply Like Reply Reactions: Bethany Yates Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges with mine the temp probe went bad... so it didnt know to shut off when it reached the right temperature....and its epoxied into the titanium evaporator(half horse unit)....fortunately one was available with a long lead so the probe now goes into the tank itself instead of
the chiller...of course mine was an older model so that setup wasnt compatible with my circuit board so i had to buy that too...jbj had a tech guy that helped walk me through the upgrade ...been a couple years but i'm pretty sure the fix set me back around 200 bucks....supposedly the probe in the unit can get covered in deposits eventually which
insulates it...recomendations were to hook up a pump loop and backwash the unit for hours with vinegar...which of course didnt work for me...but i'd definately speak to jbj Thank you! I am waiting to hear back from JBJ. So frustrating... Reply Like Reply Review score +0 /0 /-0 View Badges Joined Jul 14, 2021 Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Review score
+0 /0 /-0 Location Jamaica The controller is probably malfunctioning. A replacement can be purchased from JbJ. They will need your current chiller's serial number. They do not provide controllers for older models hence the need for the serial number. They changed from a 4 wire setup controller to a 3 wire. Reply Like Reply
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